
Number Summary Fix Date
Fix 
Version

4416 Delete Client Issue who imported labs through HL7 Socket Interface 1/3/2020  

4409
BT Error: "The LockRequest argument is required" when turning sharing attachment 
requirement on or off.

1/2/2020  

4403 Error running custom report with eligibility custom combo in filter 1/3/2020 55

4402 Error adding quarterly custom fields to custom report filters 1/3/2020 55

4399
Add ablility for API worker to log into CAREWare directly using username and password 
when OIDC is enabled

12/27/2019  

4383 Show Column Error: "The LockRequest argument is required" 12/16/2019 55

4381 Service edit data entry issue 12/17/2019 55

4378 HL7 Socket Purge task does not specify the total number of records 12/20/2019  

4376 HL7 Messages with empty identifier being flagged with "Duplicate ID" status 12/18/2019  

4373 Remove Rule Preventing ADAP Insurance Service After Disenrollment 12/11/2019  

4371 Change EULA Link 12/10/2019 55

4368 XML PDI/PDE does not do attachments 12/6/2019 55

4365 Error editing permission groups, No provider permissions record exists for the domain. 12/4/2019  

4364
PDI Import History screen has two Status columns. The second has a value of undefined for 
all imports.

12/4/2019 55

4363 Error in the application creating custom PDI template 12/4/2019 55

4362 Print or Export feature cache issue 12/4/2019 55

4359 ADAP Enrollment Status Error 12/3/2019  

4355 User session still open after closing browser window for CAREWare 12/10/2019 55

4352 Insurance Service Errors 12/3/2019  

4349 Activating all medications, then clicking "Back" does nothing. 12/3/2019 55

4348
Adding a new custom control, then editing attachment content types or combobox values, 
then clicking "Back" takes the user to an empty custom control record instead of the one they 
were editing.

12/3/2019 55

4347
Clicking "Cancel" from the list of control properties: "Please select a control property before 
editing it".

12/6/2019  



4346
Selected control must be a page or longitudinal container when returning to design view after 
adding control in form designer.

12/6/2019  

4345 In form designer, assigning providers, users throws business tier error. 12/6/2019  

4344
Custom Form data entry: combo boxes set not visible by control property still show picklist 
icon.

12/6/2019  

4343 DomainPK parameter is missing when checking for duplicate test when entering lab. 12/3/2019 55

4340 Allow custom field text boxes to display the entire text entered in form designer 12/20/2019  

4339 User requested option to hide retired users in lists by default. 12/23/2019  

4338 Make Form Designer checkbox labels editable 12/9/2019  

4333 bad ZIP file when I PDE as XML 12/6/2019 55

4322
PDI issue exp_provider table has fields that are too small for data in the cw_domain table 
and this can cause the PDI to fail

12/12/2019  

4319 Funding source label needs to be updated in PDI Template 12/12/2019  

4316 Add option to filter clients in the PDE 12/5/2019 55

4310 Financial Report needs to use Service report type instead of demographics 12/13/2019 55

4308 Error getting list for Referral Class 12/3/2019  

2151 Please add case note author to fields available for form designer 12/9/2019  

3383 The Regimens button is missing   


